Instructions!

To make this sound: How to make the sound!

Intro!

Motto, line 1
Motto, line 2

—Source of motto!

Labeled group

Camelot!

• We’re knights of the Round Table, we dance whene’er we’re able. We do routines and chorus scenes with footwork impec-cable. We dine well here in Camelot, we eat ham and jam and Spam a lot.

• We’re knights of the Round Table, our shows are for-mi-dable. But many times we’re given rhymes that are quite un-sing-able. We’re opera mad in Camelot, we sing from the diaphragm a lot.

• In war we’re tough and able, Quite in-de-fa-ti-gable. Between our quests we sequin vests and impersonate Clark Gable. It’s a busy life in Camelot ... I have to push the pram a lot.

—Monty Python and the Holy Grail

Rule #1: If the final sound of the word is voiceless, the final -s is pronounced as /s/.

Examples

1. cat/cats
2. duck/ducks
**Common question:** This is a question?

**Answer:** This is an answer!

**Group inside rule**

1. Ah. I’d like to have an argument, please.
2. Certainly sir. Have you been here before?
3. No, I haven’t, this is my first time.

—*Argument sketch by Monty Python*

**Prose inside rule**

[It was] over sixty thousand times as powerful as Britain’s great pre-war joke. In action it was deadly.

**Word pair inside unlabeled group**

1. snarf / gurgle
2. great / googly

**Paragraph inside 2-column group. Second sentence in the same paragraph.**

1. verb
2. noun
1. consonant
2. vowel

**Prose example**

*Prose subtitle*

This is my theory, and it is mine. The dinosaurs were small on one end, large in the middle, and small on the other end.

—*Monty Python’s Flying Circus*

**Favorite Words (in 2 columns)**

1. snivel
2. wombat
3. rictus
4. sphincter

**Sentences**

1. This is supposed to be a happy occasion.
2. Let’s not bicker and argue over who killed who.
3. Your mother was a hamster and your father smelt of elderberries.
4. No, now go away or I shall taunt you a second time.
Word pairs
1. bag / back
2. narf / poit

Word series
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
One & Two & Three \\
\hline
1. bing & bong & bung \\
2. snoot & snot & snat \\
\end{array}
\]

Pairs and Examples
1. yes / Jess
   Yes, it's your turn. Jess, it's your turn.

Video Practice
1. How to Say Beach
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JA_Ceh5aFY